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Abstract. In the RSA cryptosystem， the factorIzation of a composite i叫egernヲ
which is the product of two primes， isessential for七hedecryption of the ciphertext. 
And the factorization of the integer is very di血cul七whenthe integer becomes so large. 
Thereforeぅ manyme七hodsfor factorization are developed in recent years. Among 
吋1em，Pollard ρmethod is sometimes veηT usefull， although there are some cases the 
method does not work so well. In this paper， we consider the dynamical systems 
of the mapping in Zn and， by investigating the cycles of this mapping， we give a 
theorem on factorization along七hesame line of Pollard's. 
1. Let n> 2 be a positive integer and Zn the ring of residue classes modulo n. We consider 
the mapping f(x) in Zn. The iteration of f with a initial value Xl is defined by 
Xk+l = f(Xk) (k = 1，2，3γ・). 
As the sequence {Xl，X2ヲ・・.}is a finite set， there exist positive integers f and m such 七hat
Xl+l手Xlγ・'，Xm-lチXland Xm = Xl. We call {Xl，X.e+l，・"，Xm-l} the cycle of f in Zn with 
the period f -m. 
As for七heRSA cryptosystemヲthefactorization of the integerηwhich is the product of two 
primes p and哩Isimportant. And the Pollard ρalgorithm is one of the effective methods for 
factoriza七ion.Usually， this algorithm is sta七ed仕omthe viewpoint of probability. In the following， 
we consider the theoretical side of this algorithm. Therefore， we assume n = pq. We first give 
some examples. 
Exa踊 ple1. We consider the case n = 15 and f(x) = x2 + 1 in Z15・Wecalculate the iteration 
of f with the initial value 0 in Z15， then， we find the cycle {2， 5， 11} of f. We take the greatest 
common divisor of the difference of the two points in the cycle and七hei国egern， for example， 
gcd(5 -2，15) = 3， 
and we find the factor 3 of 15. 
Example 2. We consider the case n = 295 and f(x) =計十 1in Z295・Wecalculate the 
itera七ionof f with出einitial value 0 in Z295， then， we find the cycle {252， 80， 206} of f. We七ake
七hegreatest co皿mondivisor of the difference of the two points in the cycle and the integer n， 
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gcd(80 -252，295) = 1， gcd(206 -80，295) = 1， gcd(252 -206，295) = 1， 
therefore， in七hiscaseヲwecannot find the factor of 295. 
Next， we consider the iteration of J with the initial value 3 in Z295ヲthen，we find another cycle 
{257， 265， 16} of f. We take the gr開 testcommon divisor of the di旺erenceof the two points in 
七hecycle and the integer n， 
gcd(265 -257，295) = 1， gcd(16 -265，295) = 1， gcd(257 -16，295) = 1， 
therefore， we cannot a1so find the factor of 295. 
But， we take the greatesもcommon divisor of the difference of the poin七日 in these cycles and 
七heinteger n， 
gcd(252 -257，295) = 5， gcd(80 -265，295) = 5， gcd(206 -16，295) = 5， 
therefore， we can find the factor 5 of 295. 
Exa臨 ple3. We consider the c師 en = 21 and J(x) = x2+1 in Z21・Wecalculate the iteration 
of J with the initial value 0 in Z21 and we find七hecycle {5} of J， the fixed point. This time， 
the cycle consists of one point， therefore， we canno七findthe factor of 21. 
N ext， we consider the itera七ionof J wi七hthe ini七ialvalue 3 in Z21，七hen，we find another cycle 
{17} of J. We take七hegreatest common divisor of the difference of the two points in these cycles 
and the in七egern， 
gcd(5 -17ヲ21)= 3， 
therefore， we can find七hefactor 3 of 21. 
According to the above examples， whether we can find the factor of n in a cycle is not certain. 
This is the reason why the Pollardρalgorithm is called the Monte Carlo method. But， asthe 
above examples show， by using 0七hercycles， we can possibly find the factor of n. We investigate 
the situation for the 276 integers each of wruch is the product of two odd primes p and q (p手q)
les than 100. The result is七hefollowing. That is， there exist 
244 cas田 ofExample 1， 
17 c酪 esof Example 2ヲ
15四 sesof Example 3， 
in these 276 cases. 
2. According七othe result in 1， we may anticipateもhatany integer can be factorized by the 
above algori出m.Wes七atethe theorem. 
Theol"em. Let n = pq， where p and q町 eodd prime integers. We consider七hemapping 
J(x) = x2十1in Zn・Then，the factor of n can be found in either of the following cases. 
(1) There exists a cycle of J and七hegreatest common divisor of the difference of七wopoints 
in the cycle and n gives the factor of n. 
(2) There exist at le酪 ttwo cycles of J and the great田七 cOIIlmondivisor of the di宜erer悶 ofa 
point in one cycle and a point in the other cycle and n gives the factor of n. 
Proof. Let {6，・1ι}be七hecycle of J with the period r. We define the two projection 
mappmgs (町山 (modp) 
πq(X) = X (mod q) 
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for x E Zn・Then，the set {π.p(6)，.. ，η(ι)} contains the cycle {ηb' . . ，1].} in Zp and the set 
{可(6)，'・ 1町(ι)}contai田 thecycle {(1ヲ・ ，(t}in Zq . 
(1) If the cycle {6，'・.， er} contains at least two poi叫sand r > s holds for the cycle 
{η1，・ 9恥}， then， there exist the points for which η(ei) = πp(も) (eiチも).Therefore， we 
have {iー も=0 (mod p). 80 tha七， gcd(ふー とj，n) = p. In this case， s isa divisor of r and the 
projection πp is a r/s to 1 mapping. 
(2) Ifthe cycle {1，.'，ι} con七ainsat least twe points but r = s holds for七hecycle{η1，・・，ηIS}'
then， we cann叫 findthe points田 in(1). In this ca同駒田aya間四er = t a1so holds for the 
cycle {(1，' . .ふ}， for， ifr > t holds， we can find the points田 in(1). We now construct another 
cycle in Zn' By using the Chinese remainder theorem， we solve七hefollowing equa七ions，
(z=η1 (mod p) I x =η2 (mod p) J x司川
e ・ e 
x = (2 (mod q)' 1 x = (3 (mod q) ， '1 xロ (1(mod q) 
We set the solutions to beχ1l . . . ，Xr' Then， 
(χiザ +1=η2山
χr + 1 = (~+ 1 = (3(mod q) ， 
七herefore，χi+1=χ2・In a similar way， we have χ~+1=χ3，・ー，χ;+1=χ1 and we obtain 
ano七hercycle {χ1ヲ..，χr} of f in Zn' Therefore， we have {1 -χ1 = 0 (mod p). 80七hat，
gcd(6一χl，n)= p. 
The rest of the proof is the case r = 1 and the cycle consists of only one point. 
Let the cycle in Zn be {O. We sha11 find another cycle. Settingχ= -c+1，七hen
χ2+1=(-e+1)2十1=ーと+1=χ (mod n) 
and we see {χ} is the cycle in Zn' If {チχand巧(と)=π.p(χ)ヲasin the c部 eof (1)， we obtain 
gcd(c -χ，n) =p. Ifcチχand巧(と)手 πp(χ)，πq(と)チ πq(χ)，拙 inthe above c拙eof (2)， by 
using the Chinese remainder theore瓜 weobtain anoもhercycle {T} for wmch gcd(と-T，n)= p. If 
c=χ， then， e =-c + 1 (mod n) so that c =ヰ1We consider the projectionη=巧(と)， then 
η2+1=ηin Zp and x2 -x + 1 = 0 hasno other solution in Zp. Therefore，ηis the mul七ipleroot 
of x2 -x + 1 = 0 in Zp. This occurs only in the case p = 3. If p = 3ヲthenqヂ3and considering 
(=πq(と)， we can find another cycle in Zq. Using ηヲ(and出iscycle， we can construct七hecycle 
{ァ}in Zn for wmch gcd(c -T，n) = q. 
R怠IDarks.As for Example 2， we have 
{π5 (252)，π5 (80)，巧(206)}={2，0，1}ヲ {π叫252)，π59(80)，π59(206)}= {lo， 21， 29}. 
Solving 
(z=2M(z=0刊に1 (mod 5) . . 
x=21 (mod59) ， 1 x=29 (mod59) ， '1 x=16 (mod59) ， 
we have χ1 = 257，泊=265ヲχ3= 16 and the cycle {257， 265， 16}， which is obtained by the 
iteration with the initial value 3. Furt her ， solving 
(z=2M(z=0附 (z=lM. . 
x = 29 (mod 59)' 1 x = 16 (mod 59)' ， 1 x = 21 (mod 59) ， 
we haveχ1 = 147，χ2 = 75，χ3 = 21 and七hecycle {147， 75， 21}， wmch is the cycle obtained by the 
iteration with the initial value 7. We can a1so貧困the factor 5 of 295 by the cycles {252， 80， 206} 
and {147， 75， 21}. 
As for Example 3， set七i碍 χ=-5 + 1 = 17(mod 21)， we have another cycle {17}. 
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Finallyヲweremark that it may be an interesting problem whether the theorem is satisfied for 
any n and any polyno凶 alJ(x). 
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